Program Content Restrictions and L.O.A.F. Violations

6.2  L.O.A.F. Laws (Lottery-Obscenity-Advertising-Fundraising)
In the 20010 Agreement contract agreement with the City of Atlanta, which identifies People TV as “The Center”, Paragraph 3.7 states “The Center shall not allow its public access channels to be used for the presentation of:

A.  Lottery
“Any advertisement or other information concerning any lottery, gift enterprise, or similar scheme offering prizes dependent in whole or in part upon lot or chance, or any list or the prizes drawn or awarded by means of any such lottery, gift enterprise, or scheme;”

B.  Obscenity
“Any material which is obscene, indecent, or defamatory; or”

C.  Advertising
“Any material which promotes the sale of commercial products or services, or any material which in whole or in part depicts, demonstrates, or discusses products, services, or businesses with the intent or effect of benefiting or enhancing profit-making enterprises;”

D.  Fundraising
“Any direct or indirect solicitation of funds for any reason” except use by People TV of channel time for fundraising for People TV itself or cablecasting announcements for fundraising events for non-profit organizations (Sections 3.18.1 and 3.18.2 of the 2005 Agreement).

E.  Other
“Any material which would violate any federal or state statute, law, or regulation.”

6.3  Obscenity

A.  Legally
People TV policy is not to cablecast programs which are obscene under Federal or Georgia law. People TV may cablecast programs which are identified as “Potentially offensive” in late night time periods.

B.  Potentially Offensive
Guidelines for Determining “Potentially Offensive” Content: A program which contains any of the following will no longer be accepted as content for People TV.

1. Sexual Activities - Images or depictions of Sexual Activities that appeal to the prurient interest is prohibited.
2. **Anatomical Areas** - Depictions of the sex organs of the human body may only be used in association with medical content.

3. **Violence:**
   a. Extreme acts of violence against actual people
   b. Depictions of extreme violent acts in dramatic and/or poetic manners
   c. Violent images or sounds of human or animal mutilation, torture or death

4. **Language:**
   a. Slang, vulgar or colloquial expression which refers, in the context in which it is used, to sexual intercourse, masturbation, anal or oral sexual contact, to human genitals, or to human elimination; or
   b. Abusive language against men or women, ethnic groups, religious groups, sexual orientation, or persons with disabilities.

5. **Graphic Images:**
   a. Images or depiction of human or animal elimination and/or mutilation;
   b. Images or depictions of graphic medical surgical procedures; or
   c. Images or depictions abusive against men or women, ethnic groups, religious groups, sexual orientation, or persons with disabilities.

6. **Other factors** - In addition to the foregoing factors, the staff of People TV also has the authority to determine classification as potentially offensive based on items which may not be listed above.

C. **Impact Upon “Potentially Offensive” Program**

1. **Live Programs** - If a live program is intended for a general audience and measures are taken to prevent sexual activities, graphic images or indecent language to no avail, that program will be cancelled with no warning.

2. **“Late Night” Time Periods** - Programming containing “potentially offensive language may be accepted and aired after 1am. This decision will be after review by the CEO.

D. **Disclosure of “Potentially Offensive” Content:**
Each producer is responsible, at the time of Channel Time Application, to notify People TV in the program proposal whether their programming contains any “potentially offensive” material according to the above guidelines. Should any producer fail to properly disclose the “potentially offensive” nature of the program, People TV has the right to suspend or terminate the producer’s privileges. Any suspension or termination of privileges may include both the producer and all other persons associated with the production of the program.

6.4. **Other Prohibited Content:**
Use of content or material which constitutes libel, slander, invasion of privacy or publicity rights, unfair competition, violation of trademark or copyright; or which violates any local, state or federal law, rule, ordinance, statute or People TV, Inc.’s Articles or Bylaws.